AFI 36-2903, *Dress and Personal Appearance of Air Force Personnel*, is supplemented as follows: This publication implements major command policy by supplementing specific processes and procedures that are unique to Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC). It applies to all active duty AFGSC members, members of the Air Force Reserve and members of the Air National Guard who are assigned to or are performing duties with AFGSC units. Wing Commanders may further supplement this instruction as directed (follow processing instructions found in AFI 36-2903, paragraph 13.1.) Proposed supplements to this publication will be forwarded to the Headquarters (HQ) AFGSC Field Activities and Assignments (HQ AFGSC/A1PF) for review and approval prior to publication. Ensure that all records created as a result of processes prescribed in this publication are maintained in accordance with (IAW) Air Force Manual (AFMAN) 33-363, *Management of Records*, and disposed of IAW the Air Force Records Information Management System Records Disposition Schedule. Refer recommended changes and questions about this publication to the office of primary responsibility using AF Form 847, *Recommendation for Change of Publication*; route the AF Form 847 from the field through the appropriate functional chain of command. Tier 2 waiver authority applies for waiver requests to this supplement. Submit requests for waivers through the chain of command to the Publication OPR for all compliance items listed in this document. Waivers must be approved in accordance with guidance in AFI 36-2903. Submit requests for waivers through the chain of command to HQ AFGSC/A1PF for routing. See Attachment 1 for a glossary of references and
supporting information. The use of the name or mark of any specific manufacturer, commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication does not imply endorsement by the Air Force.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES

This document has been substantially revised and must be completely reviewed. Major updates include changes to guidance for Operation Camouflage Pattern (OCP) wear for Security Forces and rotary wing aviators, authorization to wear the Combat Flight Instructor Course (CFIC) patch, the TOP HAND patch, the School of Advanced Air and Space Studies (SAASS) patch, and the AFGSC Crew Member Excellence (CME) patch on the Flight Duty Uniform (FDU), and guidance for wear of Friday morale t-shirts.

5.1.3.1. (Added) For wear of standardized color undershirts on Fridays: HQ AFGSC personnel will refer to para 6.5.2.1.1. and 6.5.2.1.2; NAF and Wing personnel will refer to para 6.5.2.1.3.

6.1.16.1. (Added) The Gen III parka is a permissible alternative to the fur-edged cold weather parka and can be worn with all uniform combinations.

6.2.9.2.1. (Added) Officers who routinely work on, or periodically visit, the flight line or aircraft maintenance areas must wear subdued cloth grade insignia. (T-2)

6.3.9. (Added) Personal Hydration Systems may be worn with ABUs, FDUs or Operational Camouflage Pattern (OCP) while at home station. Systems will be black, ABU camouflage or OCP. ABU patterned and OCP hydration systems should match the uniform worn. Wing supplements will identify specific requirements (location, time of year, etc.). (T-2)

6.4.3.2.1. (Added) Black leather boots may be worn in compliance with AFI restrictions.

6.5.2.1.1. (Added) The HQ AFGSC standard Friday morale t-shirt will be royal blue in color with the AFGSC emblem not to exceed five inches in diameter on the left side of the chest. If allowances are made for commemorative events, they will be authorized in a separate memo. Morale shirts are individual purchase only; APF/unit funds may not be used. (T-2)

6.5.2.1.2. (Added) Directorates and Special Staff agencies are authorized to design their own directorate-specific Friday morale t-shirt of a single color should they want to wear one other than the approved standard HQ AFGSC Friday morale t-shirt. The unit designation will be cloth, silk screen, or embroidered and cannot exceed five inches in diameter on the left side of the chest.

6.5.2.1.3. (Added) Wing supplements will address the wear of morale t-shirts for Wing personnel. Include requirements for wear of morale t-shirts by NAF personnel at appropriate bases. (T-2)

6.5.2.3.1. (Added) Wing supplements will prescribe the wear of long-sleeved turtlenecks, dickies, or thermal undershirts with the FDU. MAJCOM and NAF personnel will follow Wing guidance. (T-2)

7.1.1.1. (Added) Wing supplements will address the wear of safety/convenience items such as ski wrap earmuffs, personal hydration systems, and fanny packs while performing organized or individual PT. If authorized, items will not have offensive wording, graphics or photos, nor detract from a professional military image. MAJCOM and NAF personnel will follow Wing guidance. (T-2)
8.1.2.1. (Added) Wing supplements will prescribe other functional clothing and wear for at least the following: parka, reflective tape/belts, jackets, armbands, and protective footwear. MAJCOM and NAF personnel will follow Wing guidance. (T-2)

8.2.1.1. (Added) FDUs will not be replaced due to pregnancy; members will transition to maternity ABUs. (T-2)

8.2.1.2. (Added) FDUs are authorized functional clothing and may be purchased for Missile Operations defined as missile duties performed in an operational position requiring certification/task qualification and recurring training/evaluations in duty AFSC 13N. This also includes individuals who meet all previously stated requirements but whose core AFSC is other than 13N. Headquarters staff duties are considered flying and missile operations duties. Optional FDU items will be purchased by the individual. (T-2)

8.3.3.1. (Added) The DFDU is not authorized in-garrison. (T-2)

8.3.6.1. (Added) HQ AFGSC and NAF personnel are authorized wear of morale patches on Fridays or during special events. AFGSC/DS will approve and maintain a list of acceptable patches and tabs for wear by HQ and NAF personnel. Copies of approved packages will be submitted to NAF/HO or AFGSC/HO. Historians will file approved morale patch packages in subfolders within official emblem files.

8.3.6.2. (Added) Wing personnel will comply with Wing supplements. (T-2)

8.3.6.3. (Added) Consult with organizational historians for more information on official and unofficial emblems.

8.3.9.1. (Added) Left sleeve pocket pen covers may be removed unless removal presents a flight safety concern.

8.4.5.1. (Added) Cloth nametags will be in unit-designated colors and standardized within the Wing. The name will be centered, in block letters, and on one line. Last name is mandatory. First name, initial(s) or common nicknames are optional provided they are in good taste (e.g., “Patrick S. Peppard,” “Pat Peppard,” “P. Peppard,” “P.S. Peppard,” “Smoky Peppard,” or “Peppard”). Enlisted rank will precede the name; chevrons will not be displayed. Embroidered occupational badges will be centered above the name. Missile Maintenance and Operations badges will be placed to the left of the name. (T-2)

8.4.5.2. (Added) HQ AFGSC personnel nametags will have a yellow border with royal blue background and white embroidered occupational badge and lettering. Logos are not authorized. Wear of morale nametags on Fridays or during special events is authorized. (T-2)

8.4.5.3. (Added) Wing supplements will identify authorized logos and standardize logo placement on the nametag. Logos must be in good taste and represent the mission or historical significance of the unit. Include wear of nametags for NAFs at appropriate bases. (T-2)

8.4.6.1. (Added) Manning assistance or temporarily assigned personnel are authorized and encouraged to wear the AFGSC patch while performing official duties for AFGSC.

8.4.7.1. (Added) Wear of the U.S. flag, emblem of appropriate Wing, Group, or Center IAW para 8.4.7 is authorized. Graduates of USAF Weapons School are authorized to wear the Weapons School patch. Graduates of USAF Test Pilot School (TPS) are authorized the TPS patch. Graduates of the TOP HAND ICBM test program are authorized to wear the AFGSC/A3-
approved TOP HAND Graduate patch IAW para 8.4.7.2. Graduates of the Air Force School of Advanced Air and Space Studies (SAASS) are authorized to wear the SAASS patch. Combat Flight Instructor Course (CFIC)/Flight Instructor Course (FIC) instructors are authorized to wear the CFIC/FIC patch. Recipients of the AFGSC Crew Member Excellence (CME) award are authorized to wear the CME patch.

8.4.7.2. (Added) While assigned to the 576th Flight Test Squadron, officers selected for the TOP HAND ICBM test program may be awarded the AFGSC/A3-approved "TOP HAND" designation patch. This patch may be worn on the left shoulder of the FDU while assigned to the unit. Once an officer completes the requirements in AFGSCI 36-284, TOP HAND Program, they may then wear the AFGSC/A3-approved "TOP HAND Graduate" patch. This patch may be worn on the left shoulder of the FDU while assigned to any AFGSC billet.

8.4.8.1. (Added) Unit emblems must be approved IAW AFI 84-105, Organizational Lineage, Honors and Heraldry. Questions on official/authorized emblems or heraldry should be referred to organizational historians.

8.4.9.1. (Added) AFGSC/CV approved add-on patches are authorized for wear. To request wear of an add-on patch, send a request through Wing and NAF Commanders (with photo) to AFGSC/A1PF Field Activities and Assignments. Add-on patches cannot be permanently attached to an officially approved emblem.

8.4.10.1. (Added) Scarves are not authorized for HQ AFGSC and NAF personnel.

8.4.10.2. (Added) Wing supplements will address wear of scarves for Wing personnel. (T-2)

8.5.1.3. (Added) For individuals authorized to wear the green Flight Jacket, sleeves must be worn at the wrist. (T-2)

8.6.3.1. (Added) Organizational caps may be worn in compliance with paragraph 9.11.18.

9.1.2. (Added) Wing supplements will prescribe wear instructions. The Gen III parka is permissible for wear with all uniform combinations. (T-2)

9.1.3. (Added) Wing supplements will prescribe wear of reflective accessories. MAJCOM and NAF personnel will comply with Wing supplements. (T-2)

9.6.1.3. (Added) Security Forces Bike Patrol Uniforms. May be issued and worn as authorized by local Security Forces Commander.

9.6.1.3.1. (Added) Shirt. White short-sleeved Polo style knit shirt with collar. Buttoned pockets, welt cuffs and hemmed bottom. Screen print or embroider back of shirt to read “POLICE” in 5-inch block-style capital letters. Letters will be centered on the back of the shirt with the top of the letters approximately 5-inches below the bottom of the collar. On the front left breast is a screen print or embroidered security forces shield. Shield will be 3 to 5 inches in height and will be centered between the left arm and placket. Front right breast pocket is screen print or embroidered rank and last name centered between the right arm and placket level with the shield. All screen print and embroidery will be in dark blue. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.2. (Added) Shorts. Loose fitting dark blue hemmed shorts made of all-weather type material. Shorts will come within 2-3 inches of the top of the kneecap when standing. Shorts will have two side-entered pockets at hips and two closing pockets on front thigh or side seam. Rear pockets are optional. Waist will have a hook and pile fastener or snap type belt keepers,
elastic back, and drawstring or snap waist. Reflective strip is optional; however, if worn, will be located on the side seam in white. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.3. (Added) Trousers. In lieu of shorts above, member may wear loose fitting dark blue trousers made of all-weather type material. Trousers will cover the ankle when standing. Trousers will have two side-entered pockets at hips and two closing pockets on front thigh or side seam. Rear pockets are optional. Waist will have a hook and pile fastener or snap type belt keepers, elastic back, and drawstring or snap waist. Reflective strip is optional; however if worn, will be located on the side seam in white. Trousers may have either elastic or gusseted zipper at hemline. Optional items for the pants include pleated reinforced knees and elastic stirrup. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.4. (Added) Footwear. Rugged black tennis shoes and laces. May be running, cross training, basketball, or coach style. Will not have company logo unless discrete and in black. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.5. (Added) Socks. Socks may be either white or black. Socks will be ankle length and will not be pulled over the calf. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.6. (Added) Belt. Black leather or nylon belt, holster and ammunition pouch. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.7. (Added) Headgear. White helmet meeting applicable safety standards as outlined in AFI 91-207, The U.S. Air Force Traffic Safety Program. Left and right side of helmet will read “POLICE” in one-inch black capital letters. When dismounted from the bike for an extended period of time (e.g., walking patrol), wear the standard security forces beret. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.8. (Added) Undergarments. Appropriate undergarments as necessary. Compression underwear shorts are authorized. If worn, they will not be visible at any time while wearing the bike patrol uniform. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.9. (Added) Jacket (if worn). Waist length royal blue over dark blue, zipper closed, with collar (polo style) and optional zip-off vest. Jacket and vest will be made of all-weather type material. Jacket will have a hook and pile fastener or elastic closing cuff, elastic waistband, hook and pile fastener on breast pocket for the standard aircrew style nametag with security forces shield, and dual diagonal side entered hand pockets in front. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.10. (Added) Optional items on jacket include microphone tab at left or right shoulder, pen pocket on breast, top entered interior welt pockets and white reflective tape at hem line and front/back of sleeves.

9.6.1.3.11. (Added) Vest will be waist length royal blue over dark blue, zipper closed, have an elastic waistband, hook and pile fastener on breast pocket for the standard aircrew style nametag with security forces shield, and dual diagonal side entered hand pockets in front. Vest collar may be same as jacket collar when worn together. (T-3)

9.6.1.3.12. (Added) Optional items on vest include epaulets, two hook and pile fastener belt keepers at back of waistband, buttons at top and bottom of front closing zipper, top entered interior welt pockets, and pen pocket on breast.

9.7.3.1. (Added) AFSVA/SVI (with AFGSC/A1 coord) approves wear of food service items.

9.7.11.1. (Added) AFSVA/SVI (with AFGSC/A1 coord) approves wear of food service items.

9.11.18. (Added) Global Strike Challenge (GSC) Team Apparel.
9.11.18.1. (Added) HQ USAF/A1 approved the wear of GSC team apparel for approximately 30 days during the competition period. The competition period will be determined in the annual GSC Competition Plan published by HQ AFGSC/A3.

9.11.18.2. (Added) Team apparel may include custom hats, jackets, scarves, patches, pins, etc. but must be in good taste. AFGSC Commanders of tenant units should coordinate this policy with host installation Commanders. Unit funds may not be expended for purchase of team apparel.

9.11.18.3. (Added) While in uniform, GSC apparel may be worn to, during and from an official GSC function and no apparel/devices will be permanently affixed to the uniform. Patches will be affixed with hook and pile fastener or similar fasteners. (T-2)

9.11.18.4. (Added) Apparel will be worn with the uniform of the day (UOD) while on AFGSC installations. Team apparel is authorized at the Trophy Return Ceremony and Welcome Reception (which may be held off base). During all other GSC off-base events, military members will be in UOD. Member will not wear uniforms or GSC apparel while in gaming areas of gambling establishments. (T-2)

9.11.18.5. (Added) Cadre, instructors, and evaluators may wear unique apparel items that distinguish themselves from competitors.

9.13. (Added) Operational Camouflage Pattern Uniform Wear. The Operational Camouflage Pattern (OCP) uniform is authorized at F.E. Warren AFB (to include Camp Guernsey), Malmstrom AFB and Minot AFB. The OCP uniform is approved for wear by all rotary wing aviators and Security Forces members who deploy to the missile field. The OCP uniform is not authorized for personnel assigned to on-base garrison duties, such as Weapon Storage Area (WSA), Base Entry Control/Access Control Points, Law Enforcement Patrols, HQ personnel or those who work in staff positions. These personnel will wear the Airman Battle Uniform (ABU). Furthermore, non-rotary wing personnel and non-Security Forces personnel assigned or attached to a rotary wing or Security Forces unit are not authorized to wear the OCP; i.e. IDMT, Knowledge Ops, etc. The OCP uniforms may be worn off base for short convenience stops and when eating at restaurants where people wear casual civilian attire. Do not wear OCP uniforms off base to eat in restaurants where most diners wear business attire or at establishments that operate primarily to serve alcohol. Personnel assigned to AFGSC who are TDY will comply with local policies established at the TDY location regarding the wear of the OCP uniform. While wearing OCP uniforms, Airmen will adhere to standards of neatness, cleanliness and military image. Note: Maternity uniform will remain ABUs.

9.13.1. (Added) Security Forces OCP. The respective security forces supply section will issue and replace torn, tattered or heavily soiled OCP items when stocks are available.

9.13.1.1. (Added) OCP Shirt. The OCP blouse sleeves will not be rolled, cuffed, or drawn. Blouse will be zipped up no lower than 4 inches from zipper termination point at the neck line. Pockets will be zipped and fastened. Blouse will not be tucked into the trousers except during tactical operations. If the combat shirt is worn in lieu of the blouse the combat shirt is worn tucked into the trouser. Patches will be affixed via hook and pile fastener and will not be sewn directly on uniforms. (T-2)
9.13.1.1.1. **(Added)** Right Breast Pocket. OCP background nametape with last name in spice brown block lettering centered between the zipper and sleeve seam on the wearer's right chest.


9.13.1.1.3. **(Added)** Right Sleeve. The infrared or subdued cloth U.S. flag can be worn.

9.13.1.1.4. **(Added)** Left Sleeve. In lieu of SF badge, the infrared or cloth SF patch will be affixed above the OCP Task Force patch. If earned and awarded, tabs such as the Army Ranger tab will be worn in between the infrared SF patch and the OCP Task Force patch.

9.13.1.1.5. **(Added)** Rank Insignia. All rank insignia will be hook and pile fastener and affixed to the rank tab on the OCP blouse. Officer rank insignia will be OCP background and black in color, except for Second Lieutenant and Major which will be spice brown in color. Enlisted rank insignia will be OCP background, spice brown in color, with khaki borders. *(T-2)*

9.13.1.2. **(Added)** Optional Undergarments. Optional undergarment shirts are worn in addition to the desert sand (tan) t-shirt, turtleneck or combat shirt.

9.13.1.2.1. **(Added)** Sleep Shirt. The sleep shirt may be worn under the OCP blouse. The sleep shirt will not be worn as an outer garment. The sleep shirt will not be visible under the OCP blouse except at the neck. The sleep shirt will be solid desert sand (tan).

9.13.1.2.2. **(Added)** Thermal Underwear. Desert sand (tan) thermal underwear may be worn under the OCP uniform. Thermal underwear will not be worn as an outer garment. Thermal underwear will not be visible under the OCP trouser and coat except at the neck.

9.13.1.3. **(Added)** T-Shirt – Desert Sand Colored (Tan). A desert sand (tan) short sleeved t-shirt, long sleeved t-shirt or turtleneck will be worn under the OCP blouse. Neither unit designation emblems nor commercial logos will be visible when wearing the OCP blouse. T-shirts and turtlenecks will not have pockets and must be tucked into the trousers. **Note:** Morale shirts may be worn on specified days if authorized via written policy, signed by Wing, NAF, and/or MAJCOM commander.

9.13.1.4. **(Added)** Army Combat Shirt (ACS). ACS is authorized to be worn with or without the OCP blouse. The ACS alone will not be worn unless performing duties that require the continuous wear of individual protective equipment (IPE). All accoutrements will be affixed via hook and pile fastener.

9.13.1.4.1. **(Added)** The ACS will not be the outer garment for wear in dining facilities, base facilities and other areas not directly mission-related. *(T-2)*

9.13.1.4.2. **(Added)** Right Sleeve. When worn as an outer garment, infra-red or cloth right shoulder reverse U.S. flag will be affixed on top followed by rank insignia and then nametape.

9.13.1.4.3. **(Added)** Left Sleeve. When worn as an outer garment, infrared or cloth SF patch will be affixed above the OCP Task Force patch (if worn) or OCP MAJCOM patch (if worn).

9.13.1.5. **(Added)** Socks. White, black, sage green, or desert sand socks will be worn with the OCP.
9.13.1.6. (Added) Trousers. The OCP trouser waistband will rest on the Airman’s waist. Trousers will either be bloused or tucked into the boot. Whether tucked in or bloused, the trouser must be evenly bloused (gathered in and draped loosely) over the top of the combat boot and must present a bloused appearance. **Note:** Tactical Response Force (TRF) may wear trousers unbloused while performing flight duties.

9.13.1.7. (Added) Belt. Desert Sand colored (tan) or black belt. A one piece heavy nylon or rigger style web belt (1 ¾ inch wide) will be worn with OCP trousers. Belt may extend past buckle provided a neat appearance is maintained. **Note:** TRF may wear Personal Retention Lanyard (PRL) compatible rigger style belt.

9.13.1.8. (Added) Footwear. Desert sand (tan) combat boots will be worn with the OCP uniform. Boots will be laced up with plain rounded toe or rounded capped toe with or without a perforated seam. A zipper or elastic inserts may be worn; however, if worn they will be without design. Boots can be with or without a safety toe. **Note:** Issued winter boots will be worn in the same standard as the desert sand (tan) combat boots.

9.13.1.9. (Added) Headgear. Headgear will be worn outdoors at all times, unless in a designated “no hat” area. The beret or patrol cap will be worn when posted in the missile complex and in garrison to include in garrison posts. Commanders may authorize the wear of the OCP patrol cap at any other time. OCP helmet cover is authorized to wear with the helmet in the OCP uniform. Subdued cloth officer rank insignia will be sewn to the OCP patrol cap. Rank insignia will be black in color, except for 2d Lieutenant and Major which will be spice brown in color with khaki borders. Additionally, an OCP background nametape with last name in spice brown will be affixed to the back and bottom of the patrol cap via hook and pile fastener. Nametape will be centered with the middle of the last name in the very back of the head.

9.13.1.10. (Added) Outer Garments. Outer garments will not be worn indoors. The Extended Cold Weather Clothing System (ECWCS) jackets (fleece, wind, soft shell, wet weather or extreme cold weather) are the items that will be worn with the OCP. All patches, rank, nametape and USAF tape will match the OCP blouse, where applicable, by design.

9.13.1.11. (Added) Cold Weather Accessories. Cold weather accessories will not be worn unless wearing authorized outer garments (Exception: Gloves may be worn with OCP uniform configuration). With the exception of functional items, cold weather accessories are not worn indoors. (Exception: Local Commanders have the authority to allow indoor wear of fleece as mission needs dictate). Scarves, earmuffs, winter socks, watch caps and gloves are authorized for wear and will be black, sage green, or desert sand (tan) in color. Issued black winter socks may be worn when wearing issued winter boots.

9.13.1.12. (Added) Additional items. Additional OCP items, referred to as “kit”, are authorized tactical accessories allowed to be worn with the OCP, and no other items. All additional items, i.e. pouches, plate carriers, uniform accoutrements, and ruck sacks, for wear with the OCP will be issued along with uniforms through supply channels. Do not mix/match non-OCP items unless specifically authorized via written policy, signed by Wing Commander.

9.13.2. (Added) Operational Camouflage Pattern 2-Piece Flight Duty Uniform (2FDU). The Helicopter Group supply section will issue and replace torn, tattered or heavily soiled 2FDU items when stocks are available. The primary means of procurement for the 2FDU is through
normal supply channels using the WR-ALC approved national stock numbers for the Army Aircrew Combat Uniform (A2CU) or its replacement.

9.13.2.1. **(Added)** 2FDU Blouse (Shirt). Sleeves will not be rolled, cuffed, or drawn. Blouse will be zipped up no lower than 4 inches from zipper termination point at the neck line. Pockets will be zipped and fastened closed at all times. Blouse will not be tucked into the trousers. Patches will be affixed via hook and pile fastener and will not be sewn directly on uniforms. For UH-1N personnel, patches are to be removed prior to flight.

9.13.2.1.1. **(Added)** Right Breast Pocket. OCP background nametape with last name in spice brown block lettering centered between the zipper and sleeve seam on the wearer's right chest.

9.13.2.1.2. **(Added)** Left Breast Pocket. OCP background nametape with "U.S. Air Force" in spice brown block lettering centered between the zipper and sleeve seam on the wearer's left chest.

9.13.2.1.3. **(Added)** Left Sleeve. The top patch will be a standard 2-inch x 4-inch OCP cloth patch containing aircrew badges and commander’s badge (if applicable) sewn in spice brown. Below that, the appropriate Task Force patch will be worn in OCP.

9.13.2.1.4. **(Added)** Rank Insignia. All rank insignia will be hook and pile fastener and affixed to the rank tab on the OCP blouse. Officer rank insignia will be on OCP background and black in color, except for 2d Lieutenant and Major which will be spice brown in color. Enlisted rank insignia will be on OCP background, spice brown in color, with khaki borders.

9.13.2.2. **(Added)** Undergarments. Undergarments are mandatory during flight operations. Cotton, wool, fire retardant material, or fire retardant blends will be worn under the 2FDU for optimum comfort and protection. Undergarments made of 100% nylon, 100% polyester, and spandex are not fire retardant and therefore not authorized for flight. Layering of clothing is authorized due to extreme temperatures.

9.13.2.2.1. **(Added)** T-Shirt Desert Sand Colored (Tan). A desert sand (tan) short sleeved t-shirt, long sleeved t-shirt or turtleneck will be worn under the 2FDU blouse. Neither unit designation emblems nor commercial logos will be visible when wearing the 2FDU blouse. T-shirts and turtlenecks will not have pockets and must be tucked into the trousers.


9.13.2.2.3. **(Added)** Socks. White, black, sage green, or desert sand socks will be worn and must be made of natural fiber or inherent flame resistant materials.

9.13.2.3. **(Added)** Trousers. Trousers will not be bloused or tucked into the boot, but will rest as close as possible to the top of the foot. Trouser cuff tabs will be fastened at all times. Pockets will be zipped and fastened closed at all times.

9.13.2.4. **(Added)** Rigger’s Belt. A fire retardant, PRL compatible, belt will be desert sand (tan) or black in color and must be worn at all times.

9.13.2.5. **(Added)** Footwear. Any approved safe-to-fly boots in desert sand (tan) will be worn with the 2FDU uniform. Lace-up zipper inserts may be used.

9.13.2.6. **(Added)** Headgear. Headgear will be worn outdoors at all times, unless in a designated “no hat” area. OCP patrol cap and watch cap are authorized for wear with the 2FDU; the boonie hat is authorized during ground operations in direct support of flight. Officer rank
will be cloth with spice brown thread sewn on the OCP patrol cap. Rank insignia will be black in color, except for Second Lieutenant and Major which will be spice brown in color, with khaki borders. Additionally, an OCP background Nametape with last name in spice brown will be affixed to the back and bottom of the patrol cap via hook and pile fastener. Nametape will be centered with the middle of the last name in the very back of the head.

9.13.2.7. *(Added)* Outer Garments (Non-Flying). Outer garments will not be worn indoors. Approved outer garments include OCP APECS-style (or similarly styled Gore-Tex® shells) jacket and pants, with applicable accoutrements. For all outer layer combinations, if the pants are worn away from the aircraft, the jacket must also be worn.

9.13.2.8. *(Added)* Outer Garments (Flying or Non-Flying). Outer garments will be worn in-flight and outdoors. USAF approved safe-to-fly aviation gear in OCP is the authorized outer garment during flight operations. All patches, rank, nametape and USAF tape will match the 2FDU Blouse.

9.13.2.9. *(Added)* Cold Weather Accessories. Cold weather accessories will not be worn unless wearing authorized outer garments (Exception: gloves may be worn solely with the 2FDU uniform). With the exception of functional items, cold weather accessories are not worn indoors. Scarves, earmuffs, watch caps, fire resistant face wear (i.e. balaclavas), and gloves are authorized for wear and will be black, sage green, or desert sand (tan) in color.

DEBRA A. LOVETTE, Colonel, USAF
Director of Manpower, Personnel and Services
Attachment 1
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